MEOW CABIN
AGREEMENT & REQUIREMENT.
This is agreement between Meow Cabin,(hereinafter called Meow Cabin)and the pet owner whose signature appears
below (hereinafter called “Owner’) and collectively called the “Parities”
Following are the terms of service for the stay of Owner’s pet at Meow Cabin:

DISCLOSURE:
By signing this agreement and leaving your pet with Meow Cabin, Owner agree to the disclosure of all information
given and provided to Meow Cabin either in writing or orally about Pet and Owners specifically represents that she or
he is the owner of the pet.Owner agrees to disclosure to Meow Cabin all known medical conditions and behavior
problems, which may affect pet’s care.
All information

VACCINATION, HEALTH, BEHAVIOR & NO SPECIAL BELONGINGS.
Owner specifically represents to Meow Cabin that PET is healthy and meets Meow Cabin published under Meow
Cabin policies. Vaccination standard policies, owner agrees to presents a copy of vaccination card/or records that each
time PET is brought to Meow Cabin.
Owner is recertifying that PET is in a good health and has not had any illness, injuries or any kind for 30 days prior
visit.
Owner further agrees to inform Meow Cabin of any changes in pet’s condition or behavior prior to subsequent visits.
Meow cabin reserves the right to refuse service to any PET for any reason, at any time, including pets lacking proof of
vaccinations, pet showing signs of untreated or potentially contagious condition and or showing aggressive or
unacceptable behavior.
Owner agrees If pets become ill or injured, reasonably believed to required professional attention, Meow Cabin after
reasonable attempts to contact the Owner or the alternative contact using information provided (emergency contact
person), may engage the services of a veterinarian Owner is in consent to any emergency medical care required by
boarders and shall be responsible to pay for such emergencies.
Meow Cabin shall not responsible for any lost /escaped pets, illness and/or death whilst pets are being boarded.
Owner agrees not to bring any pet personal belongings ‘including pet collar and agrees to meet this requirement.
FLEA & TICK TREATMENT
During check in meow cabin will provide a flea collar TREATMENT for all our boards and take steps to eliminate
any fleas from its to boarding cabin. Every effort will be made to ensure the safety of our boarders.
Owner agrees will be charged an additional fee (RM7) for this service (One time only during entry - Flea Collar must
be return upon check out) and/or can be purchased by the owner if required.

COMMUNICABLE DISEASE /ILLNESS
Owners agrees and understand the risk pets possibly become ill even after vaccinated. Due to that Meow Cabin is not
responsible for any expenses or death related to it during or after its (pets) stay.

PAYMENTS
Owner agrees to pay all charges in advance upon CHECK –IN/ DROP OFF and all extendable stay shall be payable
during CHECK – OUT / PICK – UP.
Owners agrees to pay All BOOKING in advance to confirm booking. If the booking is not paid in full, the booking
shall not be confirmed.
Meow cabin have the right to change any price/rate/fees/without notice during peak season and off season depends on
management requirement.
Owner further agrees that pet shall not leave the facility until the Total Charges due are paid by Owner or proper
payment arrangements are agreed upon by both parties. Owner further agrees that fees will continue to accrue at the
agreed rate for the entire period pet remains in the care of Meow Cabin due to non-payment of total charges.
Owners agrees to make all payments in MYR – cash or online transfer or debit card (*subject to change)
RESERVATION/ BOOKING /CANCELLATION
Meow Cabin will accept any reservation or booking by the owner but NOT GUARANTTY WITHOUT
VERIFICATION (vaccination procedure requirement)
Owner agrees for any booking cancellation must be done with in (2) days prior to pet check in.
Owner also agrees that all payments are non-refundable and/or change the date with in 2 month after the
cancellation.

CHECK IN / OUT
Meow Cabin check in/Drop off time – 10am, check out/pick up by 6pm (after 6PM charges may apply)
Owner agrees to any early drop off and pick up required by the owner must by an Appointment.
: if owner don’t schedule a drop off or pick up time or show up in a different time than the appointment meow Cabin
may not be available to serve the owner.
While Meow Cabin full operation caring for your pets. Meow Cabin do not take any new check in/drop off on the
following days.
Closed on Wednesday (Cleaning Day) and selected Public Holidays

ABANDONED PET /DISPOSE PET/ADOPTION PROCEDURE
Owners agrees that unpaid for and/or uncollected pets will be dispose off as abandoned pets after 5 days from date of
payment/collection due date.
Owner Agrees that within the period of time given, fail to collect their pets for any reason, Meow Cabin will declared
the pets as abandoned and will deliver to any adoption partner or government agency WITHOUT ANY NOTICE.

OWN FOOD
Owner agrees to bring their own food as every pets has their own diet. There for Owner required to provide the food
that pet is accustomed to eating along with feeding Instruction.
BOARDING RESTRICTIONS
Meow Cabin strictly not allow to accommodate pets that on the medication/injury/pregnant/ kitten is under age of 4
months below and older cats over 14 years.

All above terms must be agreed before boarding
IMPORTANT: All term and condition stated in this agreement shall be review or/and change by Meow Cabin

Management without any prior notice. The management Meow Cabin reserves the sole right to do as they deem
thereafter without further notice and bring to court decree if owner claim to harm Meow Cabin against all losses,
The management (Meow Cabin) is then released of their responsibilities for the pet’s boarders under these terms

Owner’s________________

Date: _____________________

